
NO PLOT NO PROBLEM WRITING A NOVEL IN 30 DAYS

No Problem! Novel-Writing Kit Hardcover â€“ September 14, . I was not going to attempt something so ridiculous as
writing a complete novel in 30 days.

This book is designed to help you power through. Baty does a good job of creating excitement and enthusiasm
in his appeal to the inner author, who's always wanted to write a book. Which is no surprise, since he's
completed an impressive eight consecutive NaNoWriMos since starting this crazy marathon in  It also does a
really good job of reminding readers that writing is a process, and part of that process is to simply get a
complete book written, regardless of how bad or messy it is. No Problem! Some of those topics are touched on
in different capacities, but the true purpose of this book is to encourage and inspire you to get a completed
draft down as fast as possible. Baty pulls on his own NaNo experiences, but also includes plenty of drafting
tips from NaNo participants around the world, so readers get a variety of drafting advice. You may even find
time to connect with some of them via NaNoWriMo's forums or in person through your local Municipal
Liaison. I hope this gives you a good idea of what to expect from No Plot? In many respects this guide is a
sales pitch to entice you to join the horde in November for the annual write-a-thon. The book is broken into
two sections. Current popular fiction usually comes in at 75, to 80, words. The second is a week by week
guide on what to expect and how to persevere. Tell me in the comments! Shelves: writing This book is the
companion monkey, printed tour guide, and pocket personal adviser on how to write a 50, word novel in 30
days, written by no less than the founding father of the National Novel Writing Month NaNoWriMo himself.
But it's also a very practical guide that walks you through the obstacles and challenges you'll face along the
way. Writing Tools: No Plot? It's all here, inspiration, support, life logistics and time management, the sweet
smell of success, and a week-by-week self-help guide to get you over the most challenging hurdles. This thing
gets bigger every year. Before, I was pretty good at drafting as long as I knew where my story was going. The
book itself is an example of a work that's 50, words in length. No Problem? So NaNoWriMo may be just the
therapeutic immersion opportunity your writing aspiration needs. However, it's bound to be more fun when
you know there are tens of thousands of other people all over the countryâ€”the world evenâ€”doing the same
thing. The first discusses how to prepare for your writing journey. These are short novels by today's standards.
If you want to learn more about NaNoWriMo, you can visit their site here. There were over , novel
participants in and more than 15, of them reached The End. This book gives you permission to write with total
abandon and strictly for your own amusement. No Plot? This book played a key role in stimulating my writing
process. They say the first draft is the hardest, so this may be just the kick-start you need to begin.


